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A certain type of partial orderings of positive measures has recently attracted 
attention in connection with Choquet’s theorem. It had been known in special 
cases for a long time that these orderings have the property: If a measure Y is 
“more diffuse” than a sum of measures x pi, then Y can be written as a sum 
Y = xvi such that each summa nd vi is more diffuse than the corresponding 
pi . A similar problem of decomposition can be formulated for instance for 
convex functions on some convex set: Let 1 be convex with I > x Ri where 
the KI are convex. Do there exist convex Zi with YZ 1; = I and Ki < Zi ? 
The present paper gives a systematic account on problems of this type. 
It develops a fairly general method of finding inequalities for the given quan- 
tities (y, pi ,..., pn, respectively, l, Ki ,..., k,) which are necessary and sufficient 
for decomposability. 
A powerful generalization of the Hahn-Banach theorem plays the crucial part 
in the proof of existence. It seems to be of importance in other contexts too and 
is discussed in some detail. 
Measure theoretic extensions of the existence arguments suggested in 
particular by V. Straasen’s work are not treated in the present paper. However, 
some results along these lines obtained before by ad hoc methods are listed 
in the introduction, to give an idea of the relevance of decomposition problems. 
The paper is completely self-contained. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In [5] V. Strassen has proved and demonstrated the wide applica- 
bility of 
THEOREM 1 .l. Let X be a separable Banach space and (Q, 23, t.~) a 
probability space. Let w - h, be a map from IR into the set of continuous 
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support functions (i.e., sublinear real functions on X) such that for every 
XEXW - h,(x) is b-measurable and 
s II h,I/4&) -=c 00 with IlkoIl = sup{1 WI : llxll < 11. 
The integral 
h(x) = j-h&) & 
is then a continuous support function. 
For every element x* in the dual X* of X 
x*(x) < h(x) for all x E X 
is equivalent with the condition: There exists a map w - x,* such that 
for every x E X 
(1) x,*(x) is measurable 
(2) x,*(x) < h,(x) 
(3) x*(x) = J-xc,,*(x) d&). 
As an application, Strassen got the celebrated 
THEOREM 1.2 (Hardy-Littlewood-Polya-Blackwell-Sherman- 
Stein-Cartier-Fell-Meyer). Let H be the set of all finite Bore1 
measures on a metrizable compact and convex subset Q of a locally 
convex space. For a pair k, 1 E H the following conditions are equivalent 
(a) J y dk < S y dl for all continuous convex y on Q. 
(b) There exists a mapping w - 1, from Q into H such that 
(1) J x dl, is measurable for every continuous x 
(2) Y(W) G J-Y dlwf or every continuous convex y and w E ~2 
(3) j-x dl = j-(Sx) dkf or every continuous x if (Sx)(o) = J x dl, . 
In [2] H. Rost results of the following type proved 
THEOREM 1.3. Let H be the set of those Bore1 measures on Rn for 
which the linear functions are summable and let (Q, 8, p) be a probability 
space. Denote by 3 the set of all those nonnegative functions on Rn which 
are the maximum of finitely many afine functions. 
If w - k, is a mapping of 52 into H such that for every f E iJ 
I 
f dk, is tk-summable; 
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then for an I E H the following conditions are equivalent 
(4 Sfdl Z S (Jf&J &(w)for alIfE 5. 
(b) There exists a mapping w - I, of Q into H and an I,, E H such 
that for f E 5 v (a$ne function on Rfl) 
(1) Jf dl, is measurable 
(2) Jf dl, 3 Jf dk, fm all w E 52 
(3) Sf dl = Sf 4 + s (Sf a) 44w). 
A similar result, which comes up in connection with positive 
contractions of an Ll(Q, 8, p) is 
THEOREM 1.4. Let (Q, 23, m) and (Q’, !B’, m’) be measure spaces and 
let be x1, x2,... m-summable, yl, y2,... m’-summable real valued with the 
property that for every nonnegative f of the form 




s f (xl, x2,... ) dm > 1 f (yl, y2,...) dm’. 
(a) There exists a b-measurable function $ with 0 < t,b < 1 and 
I f (xl, x2,... J# dm > If (Y, y2,...) dm’ 
for all positively homogeneous convex f, in particular 
s x$15 dm = I yi dm’. 
(b) If x(t) is a family of b’-measurable functions with 
0 = x(0) ,< x(s) < X(t) < x(1) = 1 for o<s<t<1, 
then there exists a famiZy #(t) of S-measurable functions with 
0 = #(O) < w < w < 44) G 1 for O<s<t<l, 
and 
I 
f (xl, x2,... XW - VW) dm 2 If (yl, r”,.--Xx(t) - x(s)) dm’ 
for f positively homogeneous convex and s < t. 
We shall study the following nonmeasure theoretic versions of 
similar problems in a systematic approach: 
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(A) Let HA be the semigroup (by pointwise addition) of support 
functions on a vector space X. For k, 1 E HA we write k < 1 if 
k(x) < Z(X) for all x E X. Assume k, Z6 E HA such that k < Z1 + -*- + 1, . 
Find k, ,..., k, with xki = k and k, < Zi for all i. 
(B) Let H, be the semigroup of discrete finite Bore1 measures of 
R”. For k, 1 E H, we write k < 1 if Jx dk < J x dl holds for every 
convex function x on Sz. Assume k, ,I E HB such that k, + -a- + k, < 1. 
Find 1 i ,..., 1, with Cl{ = 1 and ki < lS for all i. 
We write k < 1 if f x dk < Jx dl holds for all positive 
convex functions. Assume xki < 1. Find 1, , Zi ,.,., 1, such that 
1” + 4 + **. + 1, = 1 and ki < li for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
II. ORDERED SEMIGROUPS 
The following notations will be used in the paper: 
A semigroup (H, +) is a commutative semigroup with neutral 
element 0. The cancellation rule is said to be valid in (H, +) if, for 
every 1 E H, h + 1 = k + 2 implies h = k. 0 is said to be extremal in 
(H, +) if h + k = 0 implies h = 0 = k. If h, k E H, then h is called 
a summand of k iff there exists an 1 E H with h + 1 = k. A sub- 
semigroup of (H, +) is always assumed to contain the neutral element 
of H. If Ki and K, are subsets of (H, +) then K, + K, = {k, + k, 
with ki E I&}. 
An ordered set (H, <) is a set H with a reflexive and transitive 
ordering <, i.e., h < h for h E H, h < k, k < I implies h < I. The 
ordering is called asymmetric if h < k < h implies h = k. If h < k 
holds, then we say that k is to the right of h and h is to the left of k for 
<. If << and < are two orderings on H such that h < k implies h < k, 
then < is called stricter than < and < is called weaker than <. 
(H, + , <) is called an ordered semigroup if (H, +) is a semigroup 
and < is an ordering on H such that for every 1 E H h < k implies 
h + 1 < k + 1. In this case < is called an ordering on (H, +). An 
ordering < on (H, +) is called regular if for every E E H h + I < k + 1 
implies h < k. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A subsemigroup K of (H, +) is called full if for 
k E H k E K holds whenever k + k + .*. + k E K for a sufficiently 
large number of summands. (We write m * k for k + ..a + k with m 
summands for m = 1, 2,... .) 
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DEFINITION 2.2. If K is a full semigroup of (H, +), then a 
subsemigroup L with L C K is called a face of K if 
kl t k, E K and K, + k, EL implies K, , k, EL. 
The proofs of the following lemmas are obvious. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (H, +) be a semigroup 
(a) The intersection of an arbitrary collection of full subsemigroups 
is a full subsemigroup. 
Denote for an arbitrary subset K of (H, +) by F(K) the smallest full 
subsemigroup which contains K and call F(K) the semigroup generated 
by K; then, 
(b) If K is a subsemigroup of (H, +), then 
F(K) = {k : k E H and mk E Kfor some natural m). 
(c) For arbitrary K holds K 2 F(K) = F(F(K)). 
(d) If K1 , K, , and K are subsemigroups with K I K1 + K, , then 
F(K) 2 F(K,) + FUG). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let K be a semigroup of (H, +). 
(a) Ewery face of F(K) is a full subsemigroup of (H, +). 
(b) If L is a face of a face of F(K), then L is also a face of F(K). 
(c) The intersection of an arbitrary collection of faces of F(K) is 
a face of F(K). 
We denote, for an arbitrary subset L of F(K), by FAL), the smallest face 
of F(K) which contains L. 
(d) For arbitrary L C F(K) holds, L C F,(L) = Fg(FK(L)); 
(e) If L, , L, , and L are subsemigroups with F(K) -3 L 2 L, + L, , 
then F,(L) 2 F&d + F,(L). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let H be a set. 
(a) The system of all orderings on H is a complete lattice with respect 
to the stricter-relation. Its strictest element is the equality on H. 
If {<i : i E I} is a collection of orderings on H, then 
(b) the weakest ordering among those which arestricter than every < i 
is given by 
h<k tr h --c k fwalliEI. 
t 
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(c) The strictest ordering among those which are weaker than every 
<i , is given by 
h <kzrthereexisti,,i, ,..., i,~Iandh, ,.., ~,-,EH 
with h < h, < h, < ... < h,-, < k. 
il i2 i” 
Let (H, +) be a semigroup. Then 
(d) The system of all orderings on (H, +) is a complete sublattice of 
the system of all orderings on H. 
(e) If the cancellation rule is valid in (H, +), then the system of all 
regular orderings is again a complete lattice. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let H be a set with an asymmetric ordering <. An 
element 1 E H is called injimum of a subset K C H if 
(1) 1 <kforallkEK. 
(2) Ifl’~Hissuchthatl’ckforallk~K,thenl’<l. 
(a) If an in$mum of K exists it is uniquely determined. It will be 
denoted by inf{k : k E K} or inf K. 
(b) If K and L are such that inf K and inf((inf K} u L) exist, then 
inf((inf K} u L) = inf(K u L). 
LEMMA 2.5. 
(a) A semigroup (II, +) can be imbedded in a group (I?, + ) 22 the 
cancellation rule is valid in (H, +). 
(b) Let (H, +) be imbedded in the group (E, +). An ordering < on 
(H, +) can be extended to an ordering on (I?, +) zjt < is regular. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let (H, +) be a semigroup. 
(a) The “intrinsic ordering on (H, +)” dejned by h < k zjf there 
exists an 1 E H with h + 1 = k, is the strictest ordering on (H, +) with 
O<hforallh~H. 
(b) The intrinsic ordering is regular if the cancellation rule is valid in 
(H, +). It is also asymmetric if 0 is extremal in (II, +). 
(c) If the intrinsic ordering is asymmetric, then 0 is extremal in (H, +). 
If it is also regular, then the cancellation rule is valid. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let (H, +) b e a semigroup, for which 0 is 
extremal and in which the cancellation rule is valid. The decomposition 
580/5/3-S 
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lemma is said to be valid in (H, +) if for every system k, ,..., h, , 
k i ,..., k, with C h, = C kj there exist l~j E H such that 
7 4j = hi for every i, T lij = kj for every j. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The decomposition lemma is valid in the semigroup 
(H, +) afl the intrinsic ordering < has the properties 
(1) < is regular and asymmetric. 
(2) Whenever k < I, + 1, with k, l1 , 1% E H, then there exist k, , k, E H 
with k, < li and k = k, + k, . 
Proof. (a) By Lemma 2.6, the property (1) of the intrinsic ordering 
is equivalent with the fact that the cancellation rule is valid in (H, +) 
and 0 is extremal. 
(b) Assume that the decomposition lemma is valid and k < Z1 + 2, . 
Then I1 + l2 = h + k for some h E H and there exist h, , h, , k, , k, 
with k, + k, = k, h, + h, = h, k, + h, = Zr , k, + h, = Z, . There- 
fore there exist ki < I$ with k, $ k, = k. 
(c) The decomposition lemma stated as above for h, ,..., h, , 
k r ,..., k, is easily derived by induction from the special case 
m = 2 = n. Assume that the intrinsic ordering has the properties (1) 
and (2) and h, + h, = k, + k, . Since h, < k, + k, there exist Z1r 
and Ii, with lij < kj and lil + l,, = h, . lS1 = k, - 111 , I,, = k, - II, 
are uniquely determined elements of H since the cancellation rule is 
valid. We have lgi < k3 and I,, + ls2 + h, = x:i,j Iij = k, + k, = 
h, + h, ; hence Zar + I,, = h, and the Z~j fulfill all requirements. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (F. Riesz). Let (H, +) be a semigroup, such that 
the intrinsic ordering is asymmetric and regular. The decomposition lemma 
is valid ;f inf{h, k} exists for every pair h, k E H. 
Proof. (a) If < is an asymmetric ordering on the semigroup (H, +) 
and if inf{k : k E Kj exists, then for every 1 E H 
If < is also regular, then inf{k + I : k E K] exists iff inf{k : k E K> 
exists. 
(b) If K and L are subsets of H such that inf K and inf L exist and 
for every I EL there exists a k E K with k < I, then 
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(c) If h, k, E E H are such that inf{Zz, Zz, I), inf{h, z), inf{k, Z>, and 
inf{h + k, 1> exist and inf{h, k, I> > 0, then 
In fact 
inf{k + k, I) < inf(k, 1) + inf{k, Z}. 
inf(k, Z} + inf(k, Z} = inf{k + inf(k, Z>, I + inf{k, I}} 
= inf{h + k, h + 1, I + k, Z + Z> 
= inf{h+ k, 2 + inf{k, k, Z}). 
(d) According to Proposition 2.1 we have to show that, for h, k, Z 
with I < h + k, there exist 1, < h, I2 < h with Ii + I, = 1. 
Zi = inf{Z, h} < Z, Za = 1 - Zi satisfies these requirements since by (c) 
inf(k, I} + Z, = Z = inf(k + k, Z} < inf(k, Z} + inf(k, Z} 
and by the regularity of < 
I, < inf{k, Z}. 
Remark. In the semigroup of all nonnegative differentiable 
functions on a differentiable manifold the decomposition lemma holds 
while infima fail in general to exist. If h, + h, = k, + k, = I, then 
the functions Zii = Z-r * hi * k, have the desired properties if the 
quotient is defined to be zero in the zeros of 1. 
III. MONOTONE AND SUBADDITIVE FUNCTIONS 
A function on a set H is here assumed to have values in the extended 
real line [- co, + co], a positive function takes values in [0, + co]. If 
X and p are functions on H with h(h) < p(h) for all h E H, then we say 
that h is below ZL and that p is above r\; we write then X < p. If p is 
such that p(h) < A(h) + p(h) for all h E H for which the sum 
X(h) + p(h) is meaningful, we write p 2 A + p or equivalently 
X+p),p.IfpsA+pspwewritepzh+p. 
A function p on an ordered set (H, <) is called monotone (for <) if 
h < k implies p(h) < p(k). Clearly a f unction which is monotone for 
< is monotone for every stricter ordering on H. 
A function p on a semigroup (H, +) is called weakly subadditive 
if PCZ 4) 9 C p(h) w h enever the sum is meaningful. It is called 
subadditive if it is weakly subadditive, p(O) = 0 and p(h) > -CO 
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for all h E H. p is called (weakly) superadditive if -p is (weakly) 
subadditive. p is called additive if it is both subadditive and super- 
additive, weakly additive if z p(hJ is meaningful whenever p(z hi) is 
finite and p(C hi) = C p(&). The function p is called (sub)additive in 
h, if C p(h,) is meaningful and larger (equal to) than p(x hi) whenever 
2 hi = h. p is called subadditive to the right (to the left) of h if p 
is subadditive in all K with h < k (K < h). Notice that p is additive in 
every summand of h if p is additive in h. 
LEMMA 3.1. 
(a) If (H, <) is an ordered set, then the pointwise supremum and the 
pointwise injimum of a collection of monotone functions is monotone. 
(b) If (H, +) is a semigroup, then the supremum of an arbitrary 
collection of (weakly) subadditive functions is (weakly) subadditive. 
LEMMA 3.2. 
(a) If p is a function on an ordered set (H, <) then the smallest 
monotone function above p is given by 
p’+‘(h) = sup{&) : H 3 K < h}. 
The largest monotone function below p is given by 
p(+)(h) = inf(p(K) : h < K E H). 
(b) If p is a function on a semigroup (H, +), then the largest weakly 
subadditive function below p is given by 
F((h) = inf /C p(hJ : C hi = h and C p(hJ is meaningful~. 
The smallest weakly superadditive function above p is given by 
p”(h) = sup Ix p&) : 1 h, = h and c p(hi) meanin@/. 
Proof. (a) p’+) is monotone since for h < K the set of elements to 
the left of h is contained in the set of elements to the left of k. p(+) 
is monotone for a similar reason. If ~1 is monotone and above p, then 
for k -C h we have p(k) < p(k) < p(h); hence 
p”‘(h) = ~up(~(k) : H 3 k < h} ,< p(h). 
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If p is monotone and below p, then for h < 12, p(h) < p(K) < p(K); 
hence p(h) < inf{p(k): h < k E H} = p(+)(h). 
(b) p’ is clearly below p. p(h) = + 00 holds iff h = C hi implies 
that p(hJ = + co for some i; in these points h, p’ is therefore weakly 
subadditive. If f(htj) < + CO for all i, j, 
then 
hi = 1 hij , h = C hi = C hij, 
E i.j 
Since this holds for every system {hii) with hi = zj hij for all i, we 
have pY(Iz) < xi j(hJ. If p is weakly subadditive and below p, then 
‘& hi = h and p(&) < +co implies p(hJ < co. If p(hi) < + 00 
for all i, then C EL(&) is meaningful and 
This shows p(h) < p(h) f or all h for which there exists a representation 
h = x hi with p(&) < co for all i. For all other elements h, 
p(h) = +a. 
EXAMPLE: Let (H, +) be a semigroup and let < be the instrinsic 
ordering. Let p be weakly additive and p(O) = 0. 
(a) p is monotone iff p is positive 
(b) If p is not positive, then 
p(+) is infinite and p’f’ N p + (-p)‘+‘. 
LEMMA 3.3. 
(I) Let A, p, and p befunctions on the set H such that p < X + p and 
h(h) + p(h) is meaningful whenever p(h) > - CO. 
(a) If < is an ordering on H, then 
#Jf’ 5 xc+’ + #t’, 
(b) If H has a semigroup structure (H, +), then 
#i! &I+& 
(II) Let A, p, and p be functions on the set H such that p 2 X + p and 
h(h) + p(h) is meaningful whenwer p(h) < + co. 
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(a) If -=z isan ordering on H, then 
P(+) B A(+) + PC+) -
(b) If H has a semigroup structure (H, +), then 
&ii+.;. 
Proof. (Ia) We distinguish two cases: If h is such that A(K) + p(K) 
is meaningless for some K < h, then h(+)(h) + p(+)(h) is meaningless 
or equal +co. For other elements we may assume A(+)(h) < CO and 
p(+)(h) < oc. Since h(K) + p(K) is meaningful for all K < h 
,o’+‘(h) = sq+(k) : k < h} < sup{h(K) + r(K) : k < h} ,< h’+‘(h) + #+‘)h). 
(Ib) If j?(h) = - 00 nothing is to be proved. Hence we can assume 
that p”(h) = sup{C p(hi) : C hi = h and p(ha) > --co for all i). Hence 
p”(h) < SUP (x (h(hi) + P(hi>) : C hi = II) d A(h) + Pth)* 
The statements (IIa) and (IIb) can be proved in a similar way. They 
can, however, also be reduced to (Ia), respectively (Ib). In fact 
-@ = (-i) on (H, +). -p(+) is monotone with respect to the 
ordering reverse to < and -p(+) is in fact the largest such function 
below --p. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let (H, +, <) be an ordered semigroup and h E H. 
(a) If p is weakl’y superadditive to the left of h, then 
p(+) is weakly superadditive to the left of h. 
(b) If p is weakly subadditive to the right of h, then 
p(+) is weakly subadditive to the rght of h. 
Proof of (a). It suffices to show that p(+) is weakly superadditive in 
h, since every k with k -=c h meets the requirement imposed on h. We 
have to show that p(+)(C hi) > 2 p(+)(hJ whenever C hS = h and 
C p(+)(hJ are meaningful. 
If for some i, p(+)(hJ = -co, then C p(+)(hJ is meaningless or 
equal - co. Hence we can assume that for every i there exists a k, 
with k, < hi and p(kt) > -CO. We have 
p’+’ (1 hi) = SUP \p(k) : k < Crh,f > SUP ]p (1 ki) : k* < hi for every iI 
2 SUP fx p(&) : ki< hi[ = C p’+‘(hi)- 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let (H, +) be a semigroup and h E H. h is called 
completely decomposable if for any h, ,..., h, , K, ,..., k, with 
1 hi = h = z k,. there exist lij E H with 
7 Zij = hi for all i, for all j. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let (H, +, <) be an ordered semigroup and 
h E H. We say that all decompositions of h are hereditary to the left 
(to the right) if, for every k, h, ,..., h, with k < h = C h, 
(C hi = h < k), there exist k, ,..., k, with kg < hi (hi < ki) and 
C ki = k. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (H, +) be a semigroup and let h E H be 
completely decomposable. 
(a) If p is subadditive in h, then i is subadditive in h. 
(b) If X and p are subadditive in h and h + p = p, then 
b(h) = i(h) + j@). 
Proof. (a) Let h = x hi 
fi (1 hi) = SUP [x /$kj) : 1 hj = C hi\ 
j 
z sup 11 p (x Zij) : 1 Zsi = hi for every ii 
j i i 
< sup 1 p(Z,,) : c Zjj = hi for every ii = 1 fi(hJ. 
I ij j 
(b) i(h) + P(h) = sup 11 h(hJ : 1 hi = hl + sup (1 /Qj) : 1 kj = h) 
= SUP /xA (1 Zij) + C p (1 lij) : C Zii = hi foreveryi, 
t i i a i 
C lij = k, for every j/ 
f 
< SUP C [A(&) + p(&jll :C 4j = h/ = B(h)* I ij i.j 
Remark. p(k) = i(k) + c(k) holds for every summand k of h, if 
it holds for h. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (H, <) be an ordered set and let h E H bt 
such that the set of elemmts to the left of h, (k : k < h), isfiltered to tht 
left. 
(a) If p restricted to (k : k < h} is antitone, then pl+) is constant on 
{k : k < h}. 
(b) If A and p are antitone to the Zeft of h, then (A + p)(+) (k) = 
X’+)(k) + p(+)(k) for every k < h. 
The proof is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let (H, + , <) be an ordered semigroup and 
kEH. 
(a) If all decompositions of k are hereditary to the left and p is sub- 
additive to the left of k, then p(+) is subadditive in k. 
(b) If all decompositions of k are hereditary to the r&ht and p is 
superadditive to the right of k, then p(+) is superadditive in k. 
Proof. (a) Let k = C ki . If Zi < ki for all i, then x Zi < k and by 
the subadditivity of p we have p(z 4) < C p(ZJ. Hence 
p’+‘(k) = p’+’ (c k’) = sup ]p(l) : 1 < 1 ki\ 
z.z Sup ]p (C li) : ii < hi for every ii 
< sup C p&) : li < k6 for every i 
I I 
= C p(+)(ki). 
The proof of (b) is dual. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let (H, +, <) be an ordered semigroup. The 
decomposition problem, “1 < x: kg”, is the problem to find I1 ,..., I, 
such that 4 < k, and Cc li = 1. “I < CT kc” is called a decomposition 
problem to the left. “x ki < I” denotes the decomposition problem to 
the right: To find l$ with k, < Zi and 2 li = 1. 
For later reference we formulate a necessary condition for the 
solvability of a more general decomposition problem: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let (H, +) be a semigroup and let L, , L, ,..., L, 
be subsets of H. 
Iffor an 1 E H there exist II ,..., 1, with Ii EL, such that C Ii = I, then 
for every p on (H, +) which is weakly subadditive in 1 
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Remark. Let k, ,..., k, E (H, +, <) be given. If Lx = [I : I < ki), 
then the condition reads 
for every p, which is weakly subadditive in 1. 
If Li = {I : ki < I}, then the condition reads 
for every p, which is weakly superadditive in 1. 
Proof. If li EL, ) then ~(2~) < sup{p(Z) : 1 E Li}. If I = 1 Zi and p 
is subadditive in 1, then 
If Li = {I : I < ki}, then 
sup{&) : Zi EL<} = su~{~(Z) : 1< ki} = p’+‘(k& 
If Li = (I : ki < I>, then 
sup{(-p)(Z) : Z E&} = -inf{p(Z) : Ki < Z} = -p(+)(ki). 
-p is subadditive in 1 iff p is superadditive in I, therefore 
(--p)(Z) < T SUp{(--p)(li) : 4 ELil iff C P(+)(ki) B PV). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let (H, f, <) be an ordered semigroup and 
k, , k, ,..a, k, E H. If p is subadditive and such that p(+) is also subadditive, 
then 1 < C ki implies 
~(0 < C ~‘+‘W- 
Proof. 1 < C ki implies p(Z) < p’+)(x ki). If, furthermore, 
p’+‘(x ki) < 2 p’+‘(ki), then 
COROLLARY. If p is subadditive and monotone, then I < C ki 
implies p(Z) < x p’f’(ki). 
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IV. EXAMPLES: CONIC DISTRIBUTIONS 
Notations. A semigroup (H, +) is called a cone, if for h E H and 
a > 0 real OL . h E H is defined with the properties 
(1) 0.h=O=or-O,l-h=h 
(2) a(h + K) = orb + ark 
(3) (a + /3)h = orb + /3h, for cy, B > 0 real, h, K E H. 
An ordering on a cone is always assumed to be compatible with the 
scalar multiplication, i.e., h < K iff cwh < ark for some 01 > 0. Functions 
on a cone will, unless the contrary is explicitly stated, be positively 
homogeneous, i.e., 
PW = ar - P(h) for a! > 0 real, h E H. 
An additive positively homogeneous functions on a cone is shortly 
called a linear function. Correspondingly (weakly) sublinear and 
superlinear functions are defined. 
Time does not seem ripe to give a good definition of a conic distribu- 
tion. We therefore treat three typical examples in their geometrical 
aspects. 
E.l. If b is a point in B = R”, then we denote by [b] the 
probability measure concentrated in b. A discrete measure on B is a 
positive linear combination C cll,[b,] of denumerably many point 
measures [bJ. If the summands with ari = 0 are suppressed and the b, 
are chosen to be distinct, or[b] + p[b] = (a + j?) * [b], then the 
representation C or,[b,] of,a discrete measure is unique. If C 01~ = 1, 
then x CuJb,] is a probability measure; if JU d(z ar,[bi]) = C cw( u(bJ 
is meaningful for every affine function II or B, then the probability 
measure C at[bs] is said to have the barycenter C qbi = b; it is 
determined by the equalities u(b) = C q(bJ. If K = (Y * h with OL > 0 
and a probability measure h, then 01 is called the total mass of K and 
the barycenter of h is also called the barycenter of K. The nullmeasure 
has no barycenter. 
Let H be the cone of all nonnegative multiples of the discrete 
probability measures with barycenter in B. A real function f on R” is 
said to grow not faster than linear at infinity, if 
If(b)I < G + G * I b I for all b E B = Rn, 
with constants C, , C, and some norm 1 b 1 on Rn. For such functions f 
and h = C q[bJ E H, Jf dh = C Lyi . f (bJ is well defined. 
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Every such f defines a linear functional on (H, +). If g is a function 
on B which is bounded below by an affine function u, then Sg dh is 
well defined for every h E H; It may, however, be + cc for some h and 
therefore not define an additive function on H. In particular Jf dh is 
well defined for every convex function f and is finite for convex 
functions which are the (pointwise on B) maximum of finitely many 
affine functions. 
For k,Z E H we call k more concentrated than 1 if jf dk < Jf dl 
for all nonnegative convex functions f on B, and we write k < 1. 
The decomposition problems in the ordered cone (H, +, <) will, 
in Chapter VI, be solved in the following sense. All decomposition 
problems to the right “C ki < I” have a solution; in other words, 
every decomposition k = C ki is hereditary to the right. The necessary 
conditions for the solvability of a decomposition problem to the left 
“1 < x ki” are not a consequence of the order relation 1 < C k, . It 
will, however, be shown that “I < ki” is solvable, if for a sufficiently 
large class of functions p on (H, +) which are additive in I the 
necessary inequalities hold: p(Z) < 1 p(+)(kJ. 
PROPOSITION E.l. 1. If k and 1 in H are probability measures with 
k < 1, then their barycenters coincide. If b is the barycenter of 1, then 
[b] < 1. 
Proof. By Jensen’s inequality we have for 1 with barycenter b 
j%Wl) = f(b) G If dl for every convex f. 
If k and E are probability measures with k < I and u is affine, then for 
every constant 6 the functions (u + A)+ and (--u + A)+ are nonnegative 
and convex. Since max(u, -6) = -S + (u + 6)+ and J (-8) dk = 
-S = J (--6) dl we have 
s max(u, -S) dk < I max(u, -8) dl 
s 
max(--u, --6) dk < 
s 
max(-u, -6) dl. 
Since k and I have a barycenter, these integrals tend to the integrals 
of u, respectively -u, for 6 + + co. Hence 
/udk = \udl forallaffineu. 
PROPOSITION E.1.2. If [b] < 1, then there exists a summand E’ of 1 
which is a probability measure with barycenter b. 
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Remark. This result can be generalized with the help of the 
theorem announced above which asserts that every decomposition 
problem to the right is solvable in (H, +, <). One gets, with 
Proposition E. 1.2 and a solution of “C a&] < I” for k = 2 LU~[Z+] < Z, 
a summand I’ of I such that k < I’ and the total masses of k and I’ are 
equal. 
Construction. Let U, be a linear function not identically 0 on 
some Rn+l, and let A be the cone 
A = {lLo > 0) u {O}. 
Let the space B on which the measures h E H are given be imbedded 
in A in some affine way as the hypersurface {u,, = l} = B. For every 
function f on B, there exists a unique positively homogeneous exten- 
sion to A which will again be denoted by f, if no confusion seems to be 
possible. By this identification every h E H defines a positive linear 
functional on the nonnegative positively homogeneous functions f on 
the cone A. Such functionals will be called conic distributions on A. 
Proof of E.l.2. (a) F or every k E H we define the resultant r(k) 
to be the point of A with 
u@(k)) = j- u dk for every linear u on A. 
Clearly r(k) = OL * b if 01 is the total mass of k and b E B is the bary- 
center of k. a: = J u,, dk. Th e null measure is the only element of H 
with resultant 8. 
(b) If h is a summand of Z E H, i.e., Z = h + h’ for some h’ E H, 
then we shortly write h < 1. Clearly h < Z implies h < Z, < is a 
stricter ordering than <. The statement to be proved can be refor- 
mulated: If [b] < Z, then there exists I’ E H with [b] < I’ < Z and 
r(Z’) = b. 
Consider the subset of A 
S(Z) = {r(h) : h -=g I}. 
It is obviously convex and compact. For a E A outside S(Z) there 
exists a linear form u on Rn+l such that 
u(u) > 1 > sup(u(u’) : a’ES(z)}=sup~~udk:h~zj. 
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If 1, is the indicator function of {U >, 0) C A, then for h = 1. I, < 1 
we have 
U(Q) > j u dh = j (u(a))’ d&z). 
[b] < Z, however, implies 
(u(b))+ = j (U(4)’ WI) G j WN’ 44 
for every linear U, since U+ is positive and sublinear. Therefore 
b E S(Z). By a trivial compactness argument one gets an 1’ << 1 with 
r(l’) = b, which according to E.l. 1 satisfies [b] < 1’. 
PROPOSITION E.1.3. If f is a nonnegative positively homogeneolls 
function on A andfis the largest subadditive function below f on A, then 
the functional p on (H, +, <) given by 
p(h) = j-f dh holds p(+)(h) = 1 f dh for all h E H. 
Remark. If f assumes strictly negative values, then p assumes 
negative values and 0 < h for all h E H implies p(+) is infinite. 
(Compare the example following Lemma 3.2.) 
Proof. (a) Sincef is sublinear and positive 
h “dh *.b 
Jf 
is monotone on (H, <). Since it is below p we have 
m+,(h) 2 j f dh for all h. 
(b) Since p is positive and additive p(Z’ + 1”) > p(Z’) for I’, 1” E H. 
According to E. 1.2, therefore, for b E B 
p(+)([b]) = inf(p(l) : [b] < Z} = inf 11 f dl : r(l) = b/. 
As is well known there exists a support function off in a given b, i.e., 
a linear function u with u(b) = f(b) and u <<f f f on A. For every 
E > 0 the cone 
m + f . %I) 3 f 1 
contains points b, ,..., bnfl E B with E cli * bi = b for certain 
0~~ 3 0. x ai - Lb,] = I has barycenter b and 
p(+)([WjfdK j@+-o)dl=c+ judl=E+u(b)=e+f(b) 
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(c) According to Lemma 3.4, p(+) is sublinear on (H, +) and hence 
for k = x q[ba] E H we have 
P(+)(h) = P(+) (C %Lbil) G 1 % ’ P(+)@il) = C % ‘ftbi) = Jfdh* 
PROPOSITION E. 1.4. Let f be a positively homogeneous function OTJ A 
which does not grow faster than linearly at in..nity and let 
Denote by f + the maximum off and 0 on A. Then 
(4 P(+)(M) = f+(b) for b E A 
(b) If f is sublinear, then P(+)(h) = Jf + dh for all h E H. 
(c) If h has support A(h) C A and fh is the smallest positive weakly 
superadditive function which is above f on A(h), then 
f f + d/z < p’+‘(h) < jyr(h)). 
Proof. (a) p(+)([b]) = sup@(k) : k < [b]}. According to Proposi- 
tionsE.1.2andE.1.1,k<[b]holdsiffk=a-[b]withO<ol<l1. 
(b) If f is sublinear, then f + is sublinear and positive and J f + dh is 
monotone and above p, therefore above p’+). By Lemma 3.4 p(+) is 
weakly superadditive. Hence P(+)(h) > Jf + dh for all h E H is implied 
by p(+)([bl) 2 Jf + 44) = f+(b) in (a). 
(c) If k < h and h is concentrated on the convex set A(h), then k 
is clearly also concentrated on A(h). If fh is superadditive on A(h), 
then the function on H k - J fh dk is antitone to the left of h. Hence 
for I< k < h 
p(k) = lfdk < Ip”dk < /p”dl 
and if b is the resultant of h 
p’+‘(k) = sup{p(k) : k < k} < jP”dc[b]) = p(b). 
PROPOSITION E.1.5. Let I, k, ,..., k, be probabizity measures on B 
with barycenters b, b, ,..., b, , respectively. If I < C ar,k, with q > 0 and 
x (Y~ = 1, then necessary for the solvability of “I < C ac - kt” is the 
condition 
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Proof. (a) We replace the ordering < on (H, +) considered above 
by the stricter ordering <: 
h<k iff I-fdk < lfdk for all convexf. 
Clearly h < k is equivalent with the pair of conditions, h < k and the 
total masses are equal (Proposition E. 1.2). If b is the barycenter of the 
probability measure k, then for every h < k we have [b] < h < k. 
(b) If f is convex function of B, then p(h) = J (-f) dh is weakly 
superadditive and antitone on (H, +, <). By the remark above 
therefore on (H, <) 
p”‘(k) = sup{p(h) : h < k) = p([b]) = -f(b) 
if b is the barycenter of the probability measure. 
(c) Since, by assumption, 1 and x 01~ - ki are probability measures, 
the problems 
“I < C ai . ki” and “I < c oliki” are equivalent. 
A necessary condition for the solvability of “I < C aiki” is according 
to Proposition 3.4, that for every weakly sublinear p 
~(0 < 1 q’+‘(kJ. 
In particular, for p(h) = J (-f) dh we get 
s t-f) dl < C ai(--f(bi))* 
In the ordered cone of measures just considered, measure theoretical 
or topological complications did not arise so far. In the description of 
closely related situations topology or measure theory tends to obscure 
the purely geometrical features. It seems that this is so only by 
tradition and that the facts which do not refer to the geometry of 
ordered semigroups can very well be separated. Here are two such 
similar situations: 
E.2. Let ,A be a cone in a locally convex vectorspace which 
has a compact base B. Let F be the vector space of all positively 
homogeneous functions on A which are continuous on B, let V be the 
cone of all (finite valued) sublinear functions on A and W the cone of 
all those continuous linear functions on A which are nonnegative on A. 
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Let F, I’, and W be ordered by the pointwise ordering. An additive 
and monotone functional on F is called a conic measure. The set of all 
conic measures on A is a cone, (H, +), by the pointwise addition on F. 
Choquet was the first to define the ordering on (H, +) 
h<k iff h(w) Q k(w) for all er E V. 
Remark. The theorem of Blackwell-Sherman-Stein-Cartier cited 
above is a measure theoretical version of the assertion that every 
decomposition problem to the right in (H, +, <) is solvable. 
The basic topological facts in this situation are: 
E.2.1. The elements of W separate the points in A. Moreover, 
if G is a positive linear functional on IV, then there exists exactly one 
point a E A with 
CT(w) = w(u) for all w E W. 
E.2.2. A conic measure on A is uniquely determined by its 
values on V. Moreover, if h is an additive and monotone functional on 
the ordered cone V, then k has a unique extension to a conic measure h. 
E.3. Let 0 be an index set and let A be the set of all positive 
functions on 8, {& : 8 E 01. If 6, ,..., 8n E 8 and f is a function of n 
real variables then we denote by f61,...,6, the function on A 
The set of all those functions fe,, .. ., 6, with f nonnegative and sublinear 
is denoted by V. V is then an ordered cone with respect to pointwise 
operations. 
If 8 is a Boolean algebra with maximal element Q, and @Q : 6 E S} 
is a family of finitely additive “set” functions on 23, then the joint 
(conic) distribution 9&} is defined as the function on V 
Every 9{p8} is clearly a monotone additive function on (V, +, <). 
The cone of all such functions equipped with pointwise (on v) 
addition and ordering is called the cone of all joint conic distributions. 
Here are some facts which explain why joint conic distributions are 
of interest to statisticians: 
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E.3.1. If Q = ur Bi is disjoint and pf’(B) = &B n B,) for 
B E b, then 
E.3.2. If 8’ is a subalgebra of ‘B and ps’ is the restriction of 
p4 to b’ for all 8 E 8, then 
and 23’ is a sufficient subalgebra of b iff B{p;) = B{cLB). 
E.3.3. If (f2, 8) and (Sz’, B’) are pointsets with an algebra 
of subsets and v is a measurable from D into Q’, then for the v-images 
t,~’ of the measures p8 holds 
E.3.4. If b is a u-algebra of subsets of Q and all p,., are 
o-additive, then %Q> (fe,,. ..,$ can be evaluated in a way which 
suggested the name “joint distribution” for 9{~~}: Choose a measure 
TV on b with respect to which pe l,. . . ,JL~, are absolutely continuous and 
have Radon-Nikodym derivatives 5,. . . .,x8, , then 
E.3.5. In the ordered cone of joint conic distributions (0 is 
fixed) decomposition problems to the right are always solvab1e.l 
If (Q, 8, WZ) and (Q’, 23’, m’) are measure spaces with b and 23’ 
countably generated, x1 , x2 ,... are m-summable, xi’, x2’,... t12’- 
summable with 
then there exists a positive contraction T: 
Ll(Q, 23, m) + U(G)‘, 8’, n’) with Txi = xi’ for i = 1,2,... . 
IA “measurable” generalization of this statement yields a converse of E.3.3 due 
to H. Rost [2]. 
580/5/3-9 
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V. EXTENSION OF ADDITIVE MONOTONE FUNCTIONS TO G. AUMANN'S 
HULL 
In this chapter we shall extend additive monotone functions from a 
subsemigroup Y of (X, +, <) to larger subsemigroups U C X. As an 
additional property we want the functions to be below a given sub- 
additive function p. 
Remark 5.1. If J is additive, monotone, and below p on 
U C (X, +, <) and f is its restriction to Y C U, then 
f(Y) GAY’) +Pw 
holds whenever y, y’ E Y, u E U are such that y <y’ + u. In fact 
f(Y) =f(Y) GAY + 4 =f(r') +m Gf(Y') +lw 
These inequalities are the natural generalizations of the assumption 
known from the Hahn-Banach theorem that f has to be below p on Y 
in order to admit an extension below p on a larger subspace U. 
The weaker the ordering < on (X, +) is, the more inequalities 
f(y) <cf(y’) + p(u) have to be verified. 
Remark 5.2. The obstacle for extension, which is presented by the 
fact that p may assume the value + co, is of a diierent nature. 
G. Aumann gave an example: p(x) = + 00 for x # 0, f is additive 
and monotone on a subgroup Y of X, so that certainly all inequalities 
are satisfied. f admits, however, no monotone additive extension. 
H. Rost gave an extremely simple example for the case where the 
ordering is trivial, p, however, assumes finite values as well as the 
value + co: 
+m if x>O or y>O 
Pc%Y) = 
1 
0 if x=0 and y<O 
x+Y if x<O and y<O 
p is sublinear on X and nonnegative on Y = ((0, y) : y real}. The 
function f, which is zero on Y, has no additive extension beyond Y. 
It will be shown that the obstacle for extension is the fact that Y 
does not penetrate the subsemigroup {p < co}. The principal ideas of 
this chapter are due to G. Aumann [l]. 
We shall use the notations F(2) and Fr( Y) defined in II: F(Z) is the 
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smallest full subsemigroup of (X, +) which contains 2. F,(Y) is the 
smallest face of F(Z) which contains Y n 2. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let < be an ordering in the semigroup (X, +) 
and let Z be a subsemigroup of X. Then we denote 
2’ = {x: there exists z E 2 and m natural with x > mx}. 
If Y and 2 are subsemigroups then we denote 
Y,* = {x: there exist y E Y, z E Z and m natural with y < mx + z}. 
If Q is the equality, we write Yz instead of Yz”. 
Remark 5.3. 
(1) z* = zp,, 
(2) z = F(Z) = Z@) . 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let (X, +) be a semigroup 
(a) For every ordering < and every pair Y, Z of subsemigroups, Yz” 
is a full subsemigroup with 
Y c Y,C YzQ = (Yz")z". 
(b) If Y, p, Z, 2 are subsemigroups with P C Ye and ,T? C Z’, then 
(c) If < and < are orderings on (X, +) such that x < x’ implies 
x < x1, then 
Yz' c Yz' - . 
Proof. (a) Yz4 and the special case Y$) = Y’ are full subsemi- 
groups: 
Y < x + z and y’ < x’ + z’ implies (y + y’) < (z + x’) + (z + a’) 
and by the definition x” E Yz * iff some natural multiple x “can overtake 
Y with the help of z”, i.e., 
y<x+z. 
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Assume X”E (Yz * ) 2. Then for a certain natural multiple x we have 
and 
y’ < x + z’ with y’ E Yz& and Z’E 2, 
Y<Y’+x with yEY, zEZ. 
This gives y < x + (x + z’) and therefore x E Yz4. 
(b) Assumej:<Ax”+Zwith~EY, 2:Ez. 
There exists m natural, y E Y, z E Z with 
Hence 
This shows Yz” C Y cc z * 
(c) is obvious 
Remark 5.4. The proposition shows in particular 
(1) yz4 = (Y”)“z, 
(2) Yz” is monotone in both arguments Y and 2. 
(3) If X E Yz” and x < x’, then x’ E Yz4; Yz4 contains Y and all 
elements to the right of its elements. 
For later reference we prove the 
LEMMA 5.1. Let cl , -+ ,..., <n be orderings in (X, +); let 
4 , 22 ,-*a, Z, be subsemigroups and let Y be a further semigroup with 
Y C ni Z, . For an n-tuple of elements in X the following two conditions 
are equivalent: 
(a) xi E Y$ for all i (xi E (ZJy’f for all i). 
(b) There existy E Y, Z, ,..., Z, with zi E Z, and m natural with 
Y yw+xi for all i. (zi 5 mx, + y for all i). 
Proof. (b) clearly implies (a). If yr <i m,xt + zi’ holds with 
yr E Y, Zi’ E Z, then put 
By multiplying the i-th equation with m/mi and by adding 
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(‘I% 
m/mj E Y C 2, to both sides we get the result. The second result 
m rat e s rs kt)’ p roved by the same method. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let (X, +, <) be an ordered semigroup. Assume 
Z = 2% and Y = Ye. Yz” intersects Zin the smallest face of Z which 
contains Y n 2, 
I.e., Y,e n.Z=F,(YnZ). 
Proof. (a) Assume zr , za E 2 and zi + za E 2 n Y,* . There exist 
m natural, y E Y and I E 2 with 
y < m(zl + z2) + 2 = mzl + (mz2 + z) = mz, + (mzl + 2). 
Since mxl + n E Z we have zi E Y,“. Z n Yz* is therefore a face of Z. 
It clearly contains Y n 2. 
(b) Assume x E 2 and y < x + z for certain y E Y and z E Z. This 
showsx+xEY ’ = Y with x, z E Z. Hence x is in every face of Z 
which contains Y n Z. 
Of particular importance for the applications is the case when the 
cancellation rule is valid in (X, +, <) (compare Lemma 2.5). 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let (X, f, <) be imbedded in the ordered group 
E and let P be the semigroup of all positive elements in E). Then 
Y,*rXn(Y+P-Z). 
Proof. x <x’ holds iff x’ - x E P. For x E X the following 
conditions are equivalent 
(1) y<mx+zwithyEY,xEZ, 
(2) mxfx-y= wEPwithyEY,zEZ, 
(3) mx = y + w - z with y E Y, z E Z, w E P. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. For a pair of subsemigroups Y, Z of (X, +, <) 
let 
up, -g, Z) = Yze n Z,” = U(Z, >, Y). 
(1) U depends monotonically on Y and Z, it increases if the ordering 
< is weakened. U( Y, <, Z) > Y n Z. 
(2) U(Y, <, Z) = U(Yz”, <9 Z?) 
(3) If Y* = Y and Z’ = Z, then 
U(Y,<,Z)= U(YnZ p,<<,Zn Yte)= U(FdYnZ),<,F,(YnZ)). 
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(4) If w = U(U, <, Z), then 
U(Yz4, <, Zy*) = W = U(W, <, W) = W,* n W,*. 
Proof. (1) is obvious. To show (2) we prove first 
-4 kZ = y&9 - 
By passage to a natural multiple one can assume that for x E Y&,, 
there exist y E Y, w E 2,’ with y<x+wandzEZ, ~“EY with 
z > w + 9. This implies 
y+~<x+w+~<x+z with y+j~Y,z~z, i.e., XEY=(. 
The other inclusion relation is clear from the monotonicity of Y,* in 
the argument 2 (Proposition 5.1). 
(2) Is now a straightforward calculation. 
(3) By passage to natural multiples one can assume that for 
XE U(Y,<,Z) = Yz4 nz, * there exist y, y’ E Y, z, z’ E 2 with 
y < x + x, z’ > x + y’. This shows 
y+y’-=gx+z+y’<z+z’, z+z’EY*nZ, y+y’EZ*nY. 
2,d E z and 2 + 2’ E Fz( Y* n Z) implies z, x’ E Fz( Y* n Z). 
y,y’~ Y and y + y’ EF~Z* n Y) implies y, y’ EFy(Z’ n Y). 
y<x+zthenshowsx~P~,s’>x+y~showsx~Z~iff 
-- 
Y, 2 denote semigroups with Y 1 F,(Z* n Y) and 2 1 F,( Y* n 2). 
Hence 
U(Y, <, Z) c up, -g, Z). 
Proposition 5.2 is applicable and gives 
U( Y, <, Z) C U( Y n Zy*, <, Z n Yz*). 
The inclusion, 2, is trivial. 
(4) From (1) and (2) we have 
U(Yz4 n Zy*, <, Yz* n Z,*) C U(Yz4, <, Zp) = W. 
Since Y = Y* and 2 = 2% can be assumed (3) is applicable 
U( Yz* n Zy+, Q, Yz* n Zy*) 2 U( Y n Zp, <, Z n Yz4) 
= U( Y, g, Z) = U( Yz4, -g, zyy. 
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EXAMPLE. Let Y be a linear subspace of the ordered vector space 
(X, +, <). Denote P = {x : x > 01. Then for every cone 2, 
U(Y, <, 2) is the largest vector space contained in (Y + P - 2). In 
fact Y,’ = Y + P - 2, Z .*=z-P-Y=-(Y+P-Z). 
LEMMA 5.2. Let Y be a subsemigvoup of the ordered semigroup 
(X, -k, <). If f . zs a dd’t’ t zve on Y then it has a unique additive extension 
to the semigroup Yy . This extension is monotone zff is monotone on Y. 
Proof. x E Y, iff there exist m natural and y, y’ E Y with 
y = mx + y’. For every additive extension J we have 
m = ; * (f(Y) - f(Y’N* 
3 is well-defined on Y, by this formula. In fact, if x = nx + z’ with 
z, z’ E Y and we assume for convenience m = n (we can always pass 
on to m . n . x), then 
y + X’ = mx + y’ + z’ = z + y’ E Y and f(y) - f(y’) = f(z) - f(z’). 
3 is clearly additive. 
Assume that f is monotone on Y and x, x’ E Yr are in the relation 
x < x6. We can assume 




REMARK 5.5. If (X, +, <) is an ordered cone and Y, Z are subcones, 
then Y,* is a subcone. If the function f on Yin Lemma 5.3 is linear, then 
the unique additive extension to Y, is linear. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let (X, +, <<) be a regular& ordered semigroup. 
Let Y, Z, and U be subsemigroups of X with 
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Iff is an additive function on Y and p a subadditive function on X with 
p(O) = 0 and p(z) < co f or x E Z, then the following conditions on the 
pair f, p are equivalent: 
(l)Fory,y’~Y,u~Uwithy<y’+uhoZds 
f(Y) G f(Y’> + P(U)* 
(2) There exists an additive monotone function f on U with 
f(Y) = f(Y) fir Y 6 y 
J(u) d P(u) for u E U. 
Proof. (2) implies (1): 
f(Y) = J(Y) G BY’) + Jo4 G f(Y’) + PW 
To show that (1) implies (2), consider the collection 5 of all pairs 
(IV, g) where W is a semigroup with Y C WC U and g is an additive 
monotone function on W which extends f in such a way that 
g(w) G A4 + P( 1 u w h enever w, w’ E W, u E U satisfy w < w’ + 24. 
The system 5 is inductive for the ordering defined by (W, , g,) < 
(W, , gJ iff W, C W, and g, extends g, . Let ( W*, g*) be a maximal 
element in 5 (from Zorn’s lemma). The theorem will be established, 
if we show W* = U, which follows from the next lemma. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let be (W, g) E 5 and v E U such that 
(a) There exist y, y’ E Y, z E Z with 
y<y’+v+z. 
(b) There exist y, y’ E Y, z E Z with 
y+z>v+y’. 
Then there exists a number g(v) such that g de$ned by 
g(w + mv) = g(w) + T@(V) for w E W, m natural 
satisfies the conditions: 
If for w, w’ E W, m, m’ (nonnegative integers), 
UEU w f mv < w’ f m’v + u, 
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then 
g(w + mw) d g(w’ + m’w) + p(u). 
Proof. (a) An inequality for g(v): Let w, w’ E W, u E U such that 
w Q w’ + mv + u. 
The desired inequality for 2 yields 
g(w) = g(w) < g(w) + m’v) + p(u) = g(w’) + *(a) + p(u). 
g(v) >, sup 1: [g(w) - g(w’) - p(u)] : w < w’ + mv + u/ = 8. 
(b) The supremum 6 is finite. 
By condition (b) y’ + o <r + z for certain y, y’ E Y, z E 2. From 
(W,g) E 5 we get for 
w<w’+mv+u 
w + my’ < w’ + m(y’ + v) + u < w’ + m(r + z) + u 
g(w + my’) < g(w’ + my) + p(mz + u) 
-G dw’) + mg(y) + mP(4 + PO4 
; (g(w) - g@‘) - P(4) d &w - AY’) + $44 
which is a finite constant depending only on v. 
To make sure that S is not - oo we have to find a z E 2 such that for 
certain w, w’ E Wand some natural m 
w<w’+mv+z. 
Condition (a) on w yields such elements. 
(c) g(v) = 6 satisfies the inequalities for g. 
For c > 0 there exist ~5, 6’ E W, u” E U, and #z natural with 
ZZ<ZZ'+TkJ+Zi and 8 - c < ; (g(G) - g(ez') - p(fi)) 
Assume w, w’ E W, u E U, m, m’ nonnegative integers with 
w + mer -e$ w’ + m’v + u. 
By addition of multiples of the inequalities above, we get 
tii(w + mu) + me << Gw’ f Im’v + tin4 + miii’ + mlv -j- mk 
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By the regularity of the ordering the term tiimv can be cancelled 
Iw + mnZ, < (Ciw + ms’) + liim’v + (rind + mzi). 
By definition of 6 [or by ( W, g) E 5 in the case m’ = 01, we get 
tiim’b > g(&w + mt%) - g(Giw’ + me’) - p(tiiu + mzi) 
2 m[gW -g@‘) - PO31 + %W -g@‘) -PM 
b m@@ - 4 + fi[g(w) - g(w’) - P(41. 
This proves the wanted inequality 
g(w) + m8 - me < g(w’) + m’S +p(zi). 
The lemma is now applied to complete the proof of the theorem. 
The inequalities holding for g show that g is well-defined on a sub- 
semigroup W containing W. g is monotone and additive on W, there- 
fore (W g) < (mpg). 
If ( W*, g*) is maximal in 3 and v E U, then for some natural number 
m conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied for mv, because 
UC u,, = y;+;Zn (Y + 2);. 
The lemma implies mv E W*, and Lemma 5.3 together with 
P(V) 2 (l/m)P( mv s 1 h ows v E W*. Hence we have W* = U. 
Remarks. (1) The same proof can be used to extend a linear 
monotone function f given on a cone to a monotone linear function p 
below a sublinear function p. 
(2) If the cancellation rule holds in (X, +), then one can assume 
that X is an ordered group and Y is a subgroup. In fact, an additive 
function f on Y has a unique additive extension to Y - Y and this 
extension is monotone iff f is monotone on Y. A subadditive function 
p on a subsemigroup 2 has a trivial subadditive extension, namely the 
function which is + co on the complement of 2. 
(3) If X is a vector space and P(LY.X) = ar . p(x) for all nonnegative 
(Y, then every additive function f on a cone Y, which is below p, is 
linear on Y n {p < co>. In fact, for every fixed z with p(z) < co, the 
function f (a - z) is additive in (Y and bounded for o! in a compact 
interval, hence of the form 
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Speciali2ations. In most applications of the extension theorem at 
least one of the following assumptions are fulfilled. 
(A) 2 = X, i.e., p is finite valued on X. 
(B) X is a real vector space, P(G) = OL * p(x) for (Y > 0 and Y is a 
linear subspace. 
(C) The ordering in (X, +, <) is the equality (i.e., the strictest 
possible ordering; it makes every function monotone). 
(The ordinary Hahn-Banach theorem of course requires all three 
of these assumptions). 
E.5.1. G. Aumann was the first to prove an extension theorem 
which required only (A). Another result of his paper shows, moreover, 
that his approach yields more general results of the type proved here. 
In fact, as Satz 3 in [l] he treats in disguised form the other extreme 
case Z = {0), i.e., p(x) = +CQ for x # 0 and gets 
PROPOSITION. Every monotone additive function f on a subsemig7oup Y 
of the regularly ordered semi&up (X, +, <) can be extended to a 
monotone additive function j on the “Vergleicherhulbgruppe” 
V(Y) = {v: there exist y1 , y2 E Y, m natural with v < yz , y1 < mv}. 
Remark. It is easily checked that our theorem yields an extension to 
a slightly larger semigroup, namely 
Y,* n Yy* = {v: there exist y, yl, yz E Y, m natural with y1 < mn + y < yJ, 
Remark. If in particular (X, +, <) is an ordered vectorspace 
with positive cone P, then every monotone linear function f, defined on 
a linear subspace Y, has a monotone linear extension3 on 
(Y+P)n(Y-P)=(Y+P)n-(Y+P). 
E.5.2. Let conditions (B) and (C) be fulfilled. 
PROPOSITION. Let Y be a linear subspace of a vector space (X, +) on 
which a sublinear function p is given. Then every linear function f &jined 
on Y which is dominated by p, has a linear monotone xtension 3 on 
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Proof. Put 2 = {p < co}. Then 
y;+Zn(Y+z>; =(Y-(Y+Z))n(Y+Z- Y). 
Since < is the equality in this case 
Y<Y’+u is equivalent with u = y - y’. 
For y, y’ E Y and u = y - y’ E U, clearly 
f(Y) GAY’) +m since P(u) = P(Y - Y’) > f(r - y’). 
E.5.3. Assume (B) alone. 
PROPOSITION. (X, +,<<) is an ordered vector space. Y is a linear 
subspace. p is sublinear on X, f is linear on Y. Then there exists a linear 
monotone xtension j on 
Uc(Y+K)n -(YfK) 
with K = {p(+)(x) < a} = {x : for some z > x holds p(z) < co} 23 
y < u E U impZiesf(y) < p(u) for every y E Y. 
The following special case has been considered by H. Bauer: 
PROPOSITION. Let Y be linear subspace of the ordered vector space 
(X, +, <) with positve cone P = {x : x > 0). Let p be sublinear and 
jinite valued on X and f additive on Y. 
A necessary and suficient condition for a monotone linear extension j 
off on X to exist is that 
f(Y) > -1 whenever YEP-{p < l}. 
Remark. This last condition is indeed equivalent with the 
condition 
Y 3 y < x E X implies f(y) < p(x). 
NamelyforyEYyEP-{p<l}iff-y=w-xwithp(w)<l 
and x > 0, or -y < w with p(w) < 1. Since f and p are positively 
homogeneous Bauer’s condition says 
A-Y) G Pw whenever -y<w, YEY, WEX. 
E.5.4. 
PROPOSITION. Let (X, +, <) be an ordered vector space and p 
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sublinear such that x < 0 implies p(x) < 0. Every linear function f on a 
linear subspace Y which is below p can be extended to a monotone linear 
function j below p on the subspace 
U = {u: there exist yl, yz E Y with y1 < u < yz}. 
Proof. Clearly U C (Y + K) n -(Y + K) with K as in E.5.3. If 
y < u then 
y=u+w with w = y - u < 0. 
f(Y) = I-G + 4 9 P(U) + P(W) d P(U) 
proves the condition for extendability. 
E.5.5. 
PROPOSITION. Let (X, +) be a semigroup in which the cancellation 
rule is valid and let p be subadditive on X. Let, further, Y and U be 
subsemigroups with Y C U CF,((pt+, < oo}), where 
p(+)(x) = inf{p(x’) : 22’ E x + X}. 
An additive function f on Y admits an additive and positive extension f 
on Uiff 
y+u=y’+u’ with y, Y’E Y, u, u’ E U (*I 
implies 
f(Y) G f(Y’) + PW- 
Proof. (a) Let J be an additive positive extension off which is 
below p on U. Then y + u = y’ + u’ implies 
f(Y) G f(Y) +J(u) = f(Y’ + 4 = f(Y’) + fW> G f(Y’) + PW 
(b) Let < be the intrinsic ordering on (X, +). It is regular since 
the cancellation rule is valid in (X, +). Every monotone additive 
function on U is positive, since 0 < x for all x E X. It suffices therefore 
to construct a monotone additive extension j on U, given the 
inequalities (*) which can be written 
for y, y’ E Y, u E U withy <y’ + u holds f (y) <f (y’) + p(u). (*) 
(c) The extension theorem applies if we show that 
u c E&v+) < 4) c U(YP <> 0 < 4). 
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Clearly Y’ = X, {p < co}* = {PC+, < co}. Hence 
WC -G 0 < =4 = q-x <, {PC,, <4). 
By Proposition 5.4 
wz <9 {A+) < 4) = WAP(+) < 4)s -=G {PC+, < 4) 
1 ~&(+) < 4). 
VI. EXISTENCE OF DECOMPOSITIONS 
For many important ordered semigroups (H, +, <) (< not 
necessarily regular), one can associate monotone additive functions 
1 on a regularly ordered semigroup (X, + , <) with certain 
(sometimes with all) elements ZE H. The extension theorem 5.5 
provides, then, a tool to solve decomposition problems in (H, +, <). 
It is convenient to study more general decomposition problems than 
those of the form “1 < C Ai’, namely: Let L, ,..., L, be subsets of H 
with (H, +) a semigroup. Characterize those I E H which can be 
written in the form 
with Ii E Lt for all i. 
DEFINITION 6.1. If (H, +) is a semigroup with distinguished 
subsets L, ,..., L, , and (X, +) is a semigroup with distinguished 
regular orderings <r ,..., <n , then (X, +, (+}) is called admissible 
for (K t, &}) if 
(1) With every x E X there is associated a real-valued function on H 
which is weakly additive on H; its value in h is denoted by x(h) = h(x). 
(2) The ordering <( is so strict that for every Z$ E L4 the function 
x e f&z) is monotone on (X, 7). 
(3) The addition in X is such that for every h E U,L, the function 
x - k(x) is subadditive on (X, -+-). 
The following proposition shows how the existence of a decom- 
position of 1 (for a certain type of I), is reflected by properties of 
functions h associated by an admissible (X, +, {<&. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. Let (X, + , { -=Q) be admissible for (II, +, {LJ). 
If for some 1 E L the function Iis additive on (X, +) and 
then 
1 = 1, f -** + 1, eoith I,. E Li , 
(1) I = a, + ... + t, on X 
(2) 4 is additive and monotone on (X, +, <J 
(3) &(x) < sup{h(x) : h EL,) for x E X. 
Proof. (1) Uses the fact that for every x the function x - e(x) < CQ 
is additive in 1. 
(2) If a sum of subadditive functions is additive, then each summand 
is additive. Hence conditions (2) and (3) of Definition 6.1 imply (2). 
(3) is obvious. It should be remarked that the right side 
sup{/;(x) : h E Li} is subadditive on (X, +) and monotone with respect 
to <i . If Li is small, then the set where it is equal + w may also be 
small. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let (X, f, (<i}) be admissible for (H, +, {LJ). 
Denote pi = SUP{& : Zi E Lg}, Zi = {pi < Oo}, 2 = ni Zi , 
xi = t&z, $, ZJ = 22 n z*2 
and Y = ni Xi . For an element 1 EL, for which lis additive on (X, +), 
the following properties are then equivalent: 
(a) Whenever y, y’ E Y, x1 ,.,., x, , with xi E Xi, are such that 
Y $ Y’ + xi 9 then &y> f I(Y’) + ~PiW 
i 
(b) There exist functions fi ,..., f, such that 
(I) fi is additive and monotone on (Xi , +, <J 
(2) fi G Pi on Xi - 
(3) I(Y) = Cfddfor ally E Y = ni xi 
Proof. The existence of the fi implies the inequalities in (a): If 
y ciy’ + xi, then 
fib) G fi(Y’ + xi) < fiW + PiCxi)* 
Addition gives 
b) = CfdY) G Cm’) + 1 P&t) = W) + MXi). 
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The converse is now proved by the extension theorem proved above. 
(1) Consider 
E = Xl x X2 x --- x X,, 
E is a regularly ordered semigroup if one defines 
(Xl , x2 ,..*, xn) + (Xl’,..., x,‘) = (x1 + Xl’,... , xn + x,‘) 
(x1 , x2 ,-**, 4 Q (Xl’, x2’, . . . . %a’) iff x1 < xi‘, x2 $ x2’ ,..., x, < x,‘. ) n 
On E we get a subadditive function p by the definition 
p is finite valued on 
G = (2, x -0. x 2,). 
On the subsemigroup F C E of all constant n-tuples 
F = ((y,..., y) withy E Y} 
we define an additive function f by 
f(Y,-VY) = 4,) for y E Y. 
(2) The theorem is proved if we can show that f is extendable to an 
additive monotone function 3 below p on X1 x X, x **a x X, . In 
fact such an extension 3 is of the form 
where fi is defined on Xi and is additive and monotone with respect to 
<i .3 < p is equivalent with fi < p, on Xi for every i, 
f(Y ,...s Y) = 4Y) = Car) for YE f) xi 
proves property (b) (3). 
(3) According to Theorem 1 the desired extension exists on the 
subsemigroup 
(F + G): n F:++G 
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iff the inequalities hold: 
f(Y ,..., Y) < f(Y’,..., Y’> + PC% s---9 “4 
whenever (y ,..., y), (y’,..., y’) E F and (x”r ,..., XJ E U satisfy 
(Y,..., Y) < (Y’,..., Y’) + (x1 2..‘, %I). 
This is just condition (a) of Theorem 6.2. 
(4) What remains to be proved is 
EC(F+G)= and ECFFPtc. 
Let (x1 ,..., x,) E E. 2, , Z, ,..., Z, and <r , <a ,..., <% satisfy the 
assumption of Lemma 5.1. Since xi E ZG; for all i, there exist z E Z, 
zr , z2 ,..., z, with zi E Zi and m natural such that 
for all i, 
or equivalently 
( z, z ,..., 2) < n(x, ,.- -, x,) + (z1 ,.-., q&) 
with 
( z, z,..., z) E F since ZCY and (zr ,..., .zn) E G. 
This shows E c F,* . 
Since x5 E (Z&l for all i we get, again by Lemma 5.1, that there 
exist z E Z, x1 , za ,..., z, with zi E Zi and m natural such that 
for all i, 
or equivalently 
(3 , %! ,**-, G) > m(xl , x2 ,..., x,) + (z, z ,... , 2). 
This shows E C GF*. 
Here are two examples where Theorem 6.2 applies a straightforward 
way: 
E.&l. 
PROPOSITION. Let X be a vector space and let k, ,..., k, be sublinear 
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on X such that the vector space W spanned by {x k, < a} has the 
ProPfftY 
w+{k,<co}=x for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
If I is linear on X with 1 < C ki , then there exist 
I 1 1 ,-**, n with li ,( ki on X and C l?i = 1. 
Proof. (1) Consider the ordered semigroup (H, f, <) of all 
sublinear functions on X with pointwise addition and ordering. (Since 
sublinear functions may assume the value +oo, the cancellation rule 
is not valid in (H, +, ,O; neither is the pointwise ordering, <, regular 
in (H, +)). In the terminology of Chapter III “I < C ki” is the 
decomposition problem to the left, to find I1 ,..., I, on X with Z$ < k, 
and C li = 1 on X. The Proposition E.6.1 asserts that “1 < C kg” is 
solvable if the cones {k, < co} and {C k, < co} are as big as assumed 
above. 
(2) Consider the subsets of H 
Lt = {h : h < ki}. 
We show that (X, f, ‘(<$}) is admissible for (H, +, {L,}) if <$ is the 
equality in X for all i, and + is the vector space addition in X: 
In fact, for every x E X the evaluation function 
h - /i(x) = h(x) 
is a real valued function on (H, +), which is additive in every h E H 
with h(x) < 00. (h + k NY (h + k)(x) = h(x) + k(x)); for every Z5 E& 
the function & (h(x) = Zi( x ) f or x E X) is (monotone and) subadditive, 
since all element of H are subadditive functions on the vector space X. 
Theorem 6.2 is applicable and gives: 
(3) sup{& : Zi EL,} = k, since& contains ki and all other elements of 
L, are smaller. We have 
~&-$,=,j~k,-=-l 
therefore and 
Xi = U (0 {ki < OO} = {ki < a}) 
= (W - ZJ n (Zi - W) = X for all i. 
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(4) If 1 is linear on X with I < x kg , then for y, y’, xi E X such that 
y = y’ + xi , we have 
ki(Xi) = kb - Y’) and c k,(x,) = c ki(y - y’) > I( y - y’). 
The condition (a) is therefore satisfied. 
Hence there exist additive functions on n Xi = X, & Q ki with 
I = x a, . These fi are the wanted elements of H. 
E.6.2. 
PROPOSITION, Let X be a cone in a vector space and let k, ,..., k, 
be positive sublinear functions on X. Assume that JOY every i the cone 
Zi = (x : ki(y) < 00 f OY some y E x + X} penetrates X (i.e., Zi is not 
contained in a proper face of X). 
For an additive function 1 on X the following condition (*) is necessary 
and suficient for the existence of positive linear function lI , I, ,..., 1, with 
0 < li < ki and I: li = 1 OTZ X. 
(*) For every pair x, xr E X and for every n-tuple of pairs yi , xi E X 
with x + yi = x’ + x$fo~ i = 1, 2,..., n hoZds Z(x) < Z(x’) + x ki(xi). 
Proof. (1) Consider again the ordered semigroup (H, +, <) of all 
sublinear functions on X. Define the subsets Li of H 
Li = {h : h < ki and k(x) < k(x + y) for all x, y E X}, 
and the orderings <t , i = 1, 2 ,..., n all equal to the intrinsic ordering 
< in (X +). [< is regular since the cancellation rule is valid in 
(X, +)]. As in E.6.1 one shows that 
(X, +, (T}) is admissible for (H, f, (&}). 
Theorem 6.2 is therefore applicable and yields 
(2) SUp{~ : li E Li) = ki(+) EL, with ki(+)(x) = inf{k,(x + y) : y E X) 
since ki(+) is monotone, nonnegative, and therefore by Lemma 3.2, 
subadditive. We calculate for i = 1, 2,..., n 
u (I C hi(+) < 00 1, <, Pi -=c 4) = u (0 Zi 3 <, 4) 1 uW~*, <, Zi> 
= U(X, <, ZJ = z& . 
The monotonicity of k,c+, implies Zi = 2: and Proposition 5.2 yields, 
together with the finiteness assumption above, 
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(3) By Theorem 6.2 the linear function 1 on X can be written as a 
sum 
1 = II + “* + 1, with 0 < li < ki ) li linear for i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
iff for every (n + 2)-tuple x, x’, x1 ,..., x, with x < x’ + xi for every i 
we have 
4x1 d I(4 + 1 ki(+)(xJ- 
To finish the proof, we have to show that this condition on 1 is equiv- 
alent with the condition (*). Clearly it is stronger than (*): 
x < x’ + xi holds iff there exists JJ~ E X with x + yi = x’ + x, and 
k it+) G ks . 
On the other hand (*) implies our condition above: If for x, x’ each 
of the elements x1 ,..., x, has the property x <x’ + xi, then 
x < x’ + (xi + xi) for every z$ E X. By (*) we have for every choice 
of zr ,..., x, 
and therefore, 
I(X) < [(x’) + C h+)(4- 
For the next examples, E.6.3 and E.6.4, it is not quite so obvious 
how to find a suitable semigroup (X, +) with regular orderings 
<I ,...) -cn . We follow the 
Procedure. 1, k, ,..., ka E (H, f, <) are given with E < 2 k, . 
(1) Choose subsets L, C H with the property that Li contains the 
candidates for l$ in the desired decomposition 
It may be useful (for the computation of p$) to include in Li also 
elements which are not summands of 1. 
(2) Choose a set X of real valued functions on (H, +) which are 
additive in the given 1. One may pass from H to a subsemigroup which 
contains Ut L6 . 
(3) Find a commutative addition in X which makes R subadditive 
on (X, +) for all h E UC Li and makes moreover l additive. Hereby f; 
is the function on X defined by R(x) = x(h). 
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Find furthermore regular orderings <r ,..., <n on (X, +) such 
that I, is monotone on (X, <J for every Zi EL, . 
(4) Calculate the subadditive monotone functions on (X, +, <J 
and the semigroups 
for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
(5) Adapt the inequalities of Theorem 6.2 (a) for l, p, ,..., p, to the 
special situation: 
Y 7 Y’ + xi for every i implies I(y) < Z(y’) + C p,(x,). 
If these inequalities are satisfied, then Theorem 6.2 proves the 
existence of fi ,..., f, such that 
(1) l=fi+*--+fnonfiiXi 
(2) fi is additive and monotone on (Xi , +, <i) 
(3) fi < pi = sup{4 : Zi E LJ or Xi 
(6) Check if, for these fi , there exist Zi ~ Li such that & = fi on Xi . 
If such Zi exist check 
li < ki and li + .‘* + 1, = 1. 
Remarks on the choices. (1) X should be at least so large that 1 E H 
can be identified from the associated function ion X. 
Moreover, the subsemigroups X1 ,..., X, should turn out so large 
that the restrictions of ii to X, determine li E Li uniquely. 
(2) To get large subsemigroups Xi the set Li should be chosen 
rather small and the orderings <i rather weak. Namely, if Li is 
replaced by Li’ with Li’ C Li , then 
p; = sup{L : h EL;} < sup{h : h EL,) = pi , 
therefore {p,’ < co} > (pi -c co> and Xi’ 3_ Xi . Moreover, a weaker 
ordering -+’ can be introduced in (X, +) if it is only required that 
k is monotone for h E Li’. In fact every set L defines a weakest ordering 
with the property that for all h EL the functions h are monotone. 
(3) If <( is weakened and Li decreased, then the set of necessary 
inequalities (a) for the existence of the fi is enlarged. 
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In many important applications H is already given as a semigroup 
of finite valued functions on some set B (with pointwise ordering and 
addition). The following construction of an admissible (X, f, { -+}) 
may then be useful for an attack on decomposition problems. 
Construction. Let X be the set of all finite discrete measures on B 
X = 
I 
x = 1 oli[bi] with CQ real, bi E B 
! 
([bi] denotes the probability measure in b E B in accordance with the 
notation in Chapter III). 
With an arbitrary finite valued real function f on B, we then 
associate an additive function3 on X by 
for x = C OL~ . [bJ. 
Clearly every additive function on X is derived from a unique 
function on B in that way. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let L be a set of finite valued functions on the 
set B. For a function f on B we write f E E and call f L-monotone iff 
j(x) < J(x’) h o ld f s or every pair x, x’ E X with Z(x) < I(%‘) for all 1 EL. 
Remark. Another way to define E is the following: There exists a 
weakest ordering among all orderings < on X with the property that 
I is monotone on (X, <) for all I EL. This ordering, denoted by <L 
is regular on (X, +) and 
“5Y iff I(y - x) > 0 for all ZEL. 
For a real-valued function f on B 
feL iff J is monotone on (X, +, 2). 
We have the trivial 
LEMMA 6.2. Let B be a set and L, M a set of Jinite valued real 
functions on B. Then 
(a) LCE=L” 
(b) L C M implies E _C i@. 
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EXAMPLES. Let B denote a set and L a collection of finite valued 
real functions on B. 
(1) If all I EL are nonnegative then E contains only nonnegative 
functions. 
(2) If in B the multiplication with positive reals is defined and all 
1 EL are positively homogeneous, then every f E: L is positively 
homogeneous. 
(3) If B is a convex set and 1 EL are convex on B, then every 
L-monotone f is convex. 
(4) If B is ordered and all 1 EL are monotone, then all L-monotone 
fare monotone on B. 
(5) If B is a family of subsets of Q which is closed under finite 
unions and intersections and if, for all 1 in a class L of set functions, 
Z(b u C) + l(b n C) < l(b) + Z(b) for b, cEB, 
then these inequalities hold for all f E E. 
(6) If B is the real line and every 1 EL is a polynomial of at most 
order n, then every f E E is such a polynomial. 
The proofs are obvious except possibly in the case (6) where one 
has to realize that f is a polynomial of degree not higher than (n - 1) 
if all the n-th differences vanish: 
f(b) -f(b + h) - *-* -f(b + b,) 
+f(b + h + b,) + -*- + (-l)“f(b + b, + -.* + 48) = 0 
for an arbitrary choice b, b, ,..., b, E B. 
E.6.3. 
PROPOSITION. Let 1 and k, , k, ,..., k, be @zite-valued positive 
convex functions on a convex set B. 
There exist positive comex functions 1, ,..., 1, on B with 
l=l,+--*j-l, and lt > ki pointwise on B ifl the inequalities are 
satis$ed 
~(0 2 C p(+)(k) i 
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for every jinite signed measure p = C q[b,] (cY.* real, bj E B), where the 
notation is used p(h) = C aj * h(bj) for h convex on B 
p(+)(k) = inf c arjh(bj) : k < h, h convex , 
I I 
Proof. We have to solve the decomposition problems 
-2 < C (-A,) in the ordered semigroup --H of all negative finite 
valued concave functions on B (with pointwise addition and ordering). 
(I) Define 
Li = {-h : h positive convex and -h Q -ki} _C -H. 
(2) Let X be the vector space of all signed measures x = C ori[bj] 
with “j real, bj E B. The x act as linear functions on -H by integration 
over B 
x(-h) = -1 qh(bJ = -p(h) for h positive and convex. 
(p denotes, as in the assertion E.6.3, the integral with respect to x 
restricted to the cone H of positive convex functions ordered by the 
pointwise ordering.) 
(3) The addition in X is the obvious one, the ordering < was 
introduced in E.3.1. 
X(Y iff Ihdx Q /hdy for every positive convex h. 
< and also the reverse ordering > are clearly regular on (X, +). For 
every h E H the integral of h is a monotone function on (X, +, <) and 
every additive monotone function on (X, +, <) is the integral of a 
certain convex positive function h [by the examples (1) and (3) for the 
hull operation L -+ E). 
If we put <i equal > on X for all i, then (X, +, {cc)) is admissible 
for (-H, +, {L,}). I n ac every element in Li defines a monotone f t 
linear function on (X, +, >). 
(4) (a) P*(X) = SUP{&(X) : li E Li} = sup(J Zi dx : Zi < -k, concave) 
= -inf(p(h) : h convex ki < h} = -p(+)(kJ, 
where p is again the integral with respect to x restricted to the ordered 
semigroup (H, +, <) of positive convex functions. 
(b) p(+)(ki) = --Pi(x) is finite for those x for which J x dh > 0 for 
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all h E H, i.e., x > 0. (Not all of these x are positive measures in the 
ordinary sense.) Hence 
(5) The inequalities (a) in Theorem 6.2 have the form: If 
x, x’, x1 )..., x, satisfy x > x’ + xi for all i, then 
J” (d-1) dx < j (d-1) CI-T’ + C P,(xi)* 
1 
This system of inequalities is equivalent with the system of inequa- 
lities 
f(Z) 2 c f(+)(k) for all integrals p on (H, +, <). 
In fact, since the cancellation rule is valid, x - x’ is well defined, and 
xi < (x - x’) implies pi(+) < p(+)(k) for all k E H, 
if pi is the function on (H, f, <) derived from Xi while p is derived 
from (x - x’) > xi . In particular 
c f(+)(k) b c Pi(+)W 
--p(l) = j (--I) 4x - 4 d 1 p&i) = -1 pi(+)(ki)> (*I 
for all x - x’, x1 ,..., x, with x - x’ > xi for all i, is therefore 
equivalent with the special case 
for all p : p(h) = 1 h dx, x E X. (**) 
(6) Theorem 6.2 yields monotone linear functions on (X, +, >) 
fi ,...,& ; these are uniquely determined by the values in the point- 
measures [b] and --It(b) = f*([b]) defines, for every i, a positive 
convex function li on B. The decomposition problem is thus solved. 
The inequalities p(Z) 2 x p(+,(ki) are necessary for decomposability 
in (H, +, <) of “C kg < I” (compare Proposition 3.4). 
Remark. The following example, due to H. Rost, shows that 
“C kg < I” is not always solvable: 
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Let B = R2 with the coordinate functions x, y. Then 
“x+ + yf < I = (max(x+ + yf, )(x + y + 1))” 
is not solvable since 
P(+dx+) 4 P(+dYf) > P(Z) 
for p defined by 
p(k) = n(1, 0) + q-1, 0) - 2 * h(0, 0) + h(0, 1) + h(0, -1). 
E.6.4. 
PROPOSITION. Let Z, k, ,..., k, be positive discrete measures on a 
convex set B with x k, < I in the familiar sense. h < k 23 J y dh < J y dk 
fm all positive convex functions y on B. Then there exist positive discrete 
measures II ,..., Z, on B with 
kp < Ii for all i and II + ... f I,, = 1. 
Proof. The proposition asserts the solvability of every decomposi- 
tion problem “1 > C kr” in (H, +, >), where H is the cone of all 
positive discrete measures with the familiar ordering >. 
(1) Choose Li to be set (4 : Z$ E H and Z$ > kd} 
(2) Choose X to be the cone of all finite valued functions on B. 
x E X operates as a linear function on (H, +) by 
x(k) = 1 x dk = l;(x). 
(3) X is an ordered semigroup by pointwise (on B) addition and 
ordering. Since the elements of H are positive measures, h is a 
monotone function on (X, <) for every A E H. All d are moreover 
additive on (X, +). Hence 
(X, +, <) is admissible for (H, +, {LJ). 
(4) pt(x) = sup{Jx dZ$ : Zi EL,} = sup{Jx dZ$ : k, < Zi>. If the 
function x assumes a strictly positive value on B, then pi(x) = + CO. 
If x is nonpositive on B, then the argument of Proposition E.3.1.3 
yields 
p,(x) = J-w GO 
where k is the smallest concave function on B which is above X. 
xi 2 U({x < O}, =P ix G 01) = x for all i. 
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(5) The inequalities (a) in Theorem 6.2 take the form x < Xi 
pointwise on B for i = 1, 2,..., n implies (*) 
Jxdl d CPi(xi)- 
This is so, since X is a group. Now pi is monotone and therefore 
it suffices to require 
for every nonpositive function x on B. This is, however, a consequence 
of I> 1 ki , since SZ is negative and concave and 
Therefore Theorem 6.2 yields monotone additive functionsf, , fi ,..., fn, 
on W, +, <I. 
(6) These fi are the integrals with respect to certain positive 
discrete measures li on B since C fi = 1 is derived from such a 
positive discrete measure 1. Finally, fi( y) < pi(y) = Jy dk, for all 
negative concave y on B implies Zi > ki . 
The applications described in I base on the geometrical facts just 
seen in Proposition E.6.4. 
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